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FEATURED OPINION

It is my pleasure to introduce to the
Institution our first newsletter, which
is intended for the entire hospitaller
community and was created as a
channel for coming together and
global growth.
The basis of communication from the
perspective of faith can be found in
the divine will to communicate His
proposal for salvation.

It is God who took the initiative to
communicate with humankind. The
history of salvation shows us how the
Word of God has come to human
beings "mediated" by an author or a

person of divine inspiration. This
Word serves to increase the 
communion of human beings with
God, proposing his saving message
to a world that does not yet know it.
The Church follows the same 
communicative principle; as a 
community of believers, it is 
simultaneously a creator of 
communion and of communication.

According to the document of the
XIX General Chapter, the call to build
the Kingdom from our identity 
encourages us to globalize 
hospitality. Profound communion in
charism drives us to work in a more
coordinated fashion, with a 
systematized organization at all 
levels and intervention strategies,
which lead to complementarity. 

We need to implement and 
strengthen systems of cooperation
and exchange between centers, 
provinces and the Congregation.

With this goal in mind, we have 
started our newsletter "CONTIGO" to
share knowledge, experiences, 
projects, etc. and thus contribute to
further enrichment of our mission
and hospitaller identity. 

It is crucial to enhance the visibility of
information in and out of our setting,
not only at an institutional level but
also as a means for promoting health.
"We cannot love what we do not
know, and we are only inspired to 
action and commitment by what we
love" (MII2).
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"We cannot love
what we do not
know, and we are
only inspired to 

action and 
commitment by
what we love"

Modern technology allows us to share
our action and develop more efficient
communication channels; this well
help us capitalize on and share the 
experience of so many years of hospi-
tality and to be transmitters of the
"good news of God's healing to the

people of today."

Anabela Carneiro. General Mother Superior

"We have started our newsletter "CONTIGO" to share 
knowledge, experiences, projects..."

Anabela Carneiro. 

General Mother Superior



INSTITUTIONAL

In 2007, the Congregation began a restructuring
process to advance the goal of "living out the
experience of following Jesus with creative 
fidelity, looking towards the experience of our
origins and updating structures to meet the 
current challenges of the hospitaller mission".
The guiding principle of this process is the 
mission and the final horizon is a renewed 
Congregation.

On May 31, 2007, the General Mother Superior
officially commenced the "restructuring 
process." The icon chosen to illuminate this 
process was the Visitation, "an encounter 
between the old and the new [...], called to 
recreate the feminine face of hospitality."

During this sexennium, we have gone through the stages of raising awareness, analysis of the current state,
project design and five major restructuring options. In 2011, we began several changes, in particular the
creation of a single province in Spain and America and the unification of the training centers of the three
structures in America.

Towards the goal of uniting the provinces of Barce-
lona, Madrid and Palencia in a single Canonical 

Province in Spain in 2016, a committee was 
established with two sisters and two co-workers:
Sister Matilde Porras, as a delegate of the General
Mother Superior, Sister Ludivina Sánchez, 
Alejandro Florit and Fernando Prior.

This committee is furthering the Hospitallers of
Spain project, approved in early 2012, which 
consisted of five stages and concludes with the
creation of the Province of Spain on April 24, 2016.
In this unification process, the objectives to be 
carried out between the provinces were agreed in
a joint pre-chapter stage with the three provinces.
This path is being taken in a participatory manner,
and for this reason, a series of work groups have
been established to coordinate the committee.

Recently, the committee completed the first
phase: presentation and reception of the project,
for which they visited the communities and 
centers of the three provinces of Spain.

CONTIGO
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RESTRUCTURING PROCESS

Towards the creation of the 

Province of Spain

Restructuring committee in Spain

The visitation of Mary to Elizabeth
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In Committee Notice No. 6., in addition to 
expressing gratitude for the warm reception they
have received, the committee shares a series of
common elements that are found in all apostolic
work and that give meaning to this process:

- We care for people with increasingly complex
needs, who come to us after passing through 
various institutions without finding an adequate 
solution to their problems and receive the quality
technical and human care they need. This shows
that our Mission is still fully valid.
- Sisters and co-workers embody the value of 
hospitality and carry out their work with 
considerable dedication. The Mission we perform is
characterized by a common style that sets us apart
from other institutions.
- The Institution has made great efforts in updating
our structures and in technological development,
with improved and innovative care for the people
we serve ever in mind.

Towards the creation of the 

Province of America
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To carry out the objectives of the process, we have
established a committee of three sisters: Ernestina
Aros, from Chile, delegate of the General Mother
Superior for the restructuring. Working with her are
Lourdes Vieira from Brazil and Mónica Burbano
from Colombia.

The objectives set to encourage the process of 
creation of the Province of America are:
- To manage, encourage, drive and accompany the
process of unification with decision.
- To coordinate the process with the Provincial 
Mother Superior of Colombia and the Vice 
Provincial Mothers Superior of Brazil and 
Argentina.
- To promote a dynamic of "circles of support" to
the hospitaller community by creating nine 
interprovincial committees.

MEETING OF LATIN AMERICAN MOTHERS SUPERIOR

In the context of the restructu-
ring process, a meeting of 
mothers superior of Latin 
America was held from March 8
to 11 in Bogota, Colombia.

Participating in the meeting were
26 sisters from Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Mexico, Peru and Uruguay, toge-
ther with the General Mother Su-

perior, Anabela Carneiro, who
later led the retreat for the sisters.

The goal of this meeting was to
reflect on the style of encourage-
ment and government from a
methodology of seeing, judging
and acting, all under the motto:
"Driven by the Spirit, we recreate
his style of encouragement and
hospitaller governance together”.

The focus of the 8th was to reflect
on the reality of the communities.
On the 9th and 10th, Father Víctor
Martínez, S.J. participated in the
meeting to enlighten the sisters'
reflection, and on the 11th, they
set out the course of action to re-
create his style of encouragement
and governance.

Anabela Carneiro alongside Mothers Superior of Latin America
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"All of Asia is bursting with possibilities"

The Philippines has recently
gone through a special time, 
celebrating the 25th anniver-
sary of the Congregation's 
presence in the Asian country
and hosting of the first 
Assembly of the Delegation. 

In honor of this event, Sister
Asunción Riopedre, Vicar and
First General Councilor, shares
what she saw and experienced
last February in Cebu.

What is the current status of
the Hospitaller Sisters in Asia?
All of Asia is bursting with 
possibilities. On the one hand,
there are many needs that 
require attention and response,
but on the other hand, there are
vibrant sisters offering 
hospitality.

Why was it decided to hold
the first Assembly of the Phi-
lippine Delegation?
The Philippines are currently a
delegation of the province of
Italy. It has 25 years of history in
the Congregation's life and 
mission; it has enough sisters to
guide and encourage the 

hospitaller mission as well as
structures to carry it through. 

Aware of this reality, we felt it
was a good idea to hold this 
Assembly in our own setting as
the best opportunity to advance
along the path we have taken
and respond to the XX General
Chapter's challenge of 
recreating hospitality in the 
Philippines.

What topics were addressed at
the Assembly? What conclu-
sions were reached?
The topics were those that are
addressed in these assemblies
according to our law: life and
mission, economics and 
finances, a plan for the 
sexennium based on an analysis
of the real-life situation and the
document from the XX General
Chapter. 

One aspect we emphasized in
the Assembly was the approach
to a process towards greater 
independence and prominence
of the Philippine sisters in 
accordance with the rules of the
Congregation and trying to 
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incorporate cooperation with the
remaining hospitaller 
delegations in Asia. 

What are the Congregation's
main challenges in Asia? 
With the large number of young
vocations in Asia, the main 
challenges in this continent will
focus on Youth Vocational 
Ministry and the training of
young sisters, while always 
working towards fulfilling the
Mission in our apostolic work
and towards implementing and
consolidating the organizational
and governance structure that is
most suitable at this time.

María Asunción Riopedre
General Vicar
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Anabela Carneiro and Asuncion Riopedre with some sisters from the Philippines and Vietnam



A community resource

The city council of Albese con
Cassano has demonstrated its
willingness to collaborate with
the Villa San Benedetto Menni
Day Center by signing a 
two-year agreement to specify
the compatible areas for 
therapeutic procedures / 
treatment in the recovery
phase.

The goal in recovery is to
achieve the greatest possible
quality of life while living with
the psychiatric disease, getting
the patient actively involved in
the community. Our job as 
recovery-oriented individuals is
to foster collaboration between
users and organizations to drive
the process of "community 
development," a process that
includes all of us, people with

rights and obligations regardless
of our health status or any
physical and/or mental disease
was may have. Users of the 
center are not only an expense 
for society; they are also a 
resource to the broader 
community.

The agreement has already had
a practical application. One user
of the day center has begun to
do volunteer work in one of the
council's institute for 
extracurricular activities for 
children who need help with
their homework. He assists the
two volunteers who were 
already performing the task,
meaning we now have the 
resources needed to provide
more individualized support to
some children.
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This is the start of a new type of
recovery that "opens" people to
new spaces and does not 
"enclose" them in predefined
spaces for their treatment, one
that sees the user as a person
and the volunteer as someone
who plays a real role in his or her
own reconstruction process, 
playing a real and active role in
community life.

Solidarity march: "Together for Mental 
Health"

On the occasion of the 50th 
anniversary of its inauguration,
the Hospital Sagrat Cor in 
Martorell near Barcelona, Spain

is planning to hold its very first
SOLIDARITY RUN and first 
SOLIDARITY MARCH "Together
for Mental Health" on June 9th
in addition to other events.

This athletic initiative was d
evised with the sympathetic goal
of showing society our world of
mental health and working to
improve the care and 
integration of people who suffer
from mental illness.

The goals are:
- To commemorate the 50th 
anniversary in a healthy, 
different and unique way that

will invite open participant from
the public.
- To open the doors of the 
Hospital Sagrat Cor to show the
work done there and allow the
public to see the needs and 
vulnerabilities of people who 
suffer from mental illness.
- To promote health through 
athletics, one of the most well-
rounded and advisable sports for
maintaining a health mind-body
balance.
- To obtain, through the 
registration fees, a small fund for
the Benito Menni Foundation.
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New 
maternity

service

The Benito Menni Health Center
in Dompoase, Ghana opened a
maternity service on February
11, coinciding with the World
Day of the Sick. 

The archbishop emeritus of the
Archdiocese of Kumasi led the
prayers on the opening day and
officially inaugurated the 
service together with the 
manager of the center.  

The goal of this new area is to
provide quality healthcare 
services to the immediate 
vicinity of the center and serve
as an example for the entire
country.  

The XVII Congress of the Italian Society of 
Psychopathology (SOPSI), which was held in Rome on
February 13-16, 2013, selected a project by a medical
team from the Villa San Giuseppe health center as the 
winner of a scientific research award in the presentations
section.  

The scientific study, entitled "Retrospective study of the 
effectiveness of the association of antipsychotics with 
respect to monotherapy in patients with psychotic illnesses
in the recovery phase," was chosen from more than 200
studies from all over Italy and represents some of the first
fruits of the collaboration between our organization and
the psychiatry department of the University of Naples 
Federico II. 
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Facade maternity service

Interior maternity service
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Award for scientific 
research  

The "Inter Nos" project is an international research study
designed and sponsored by the Interprovincial Research
Commission of the Hospitaller Sisters, involving the 
participation of clinical and non-clinical professionals from
mental health facilities in Spain, Portugal and Italy. Its aim
is to assess the opinions and attitudes of professionals 
towards mental illness through voluntary and anonymous
surveys. 

Some studies show that the nature of the attitudes and
opinions of professionals towards this disease and the 
satisfaction with the service received are the main factors
that help the patients form a proper connection with the
services.

The Hospitaller Sisters have always been interested in 
improving the quality of care through training, 
development and research. In recent years, the 
commission has coordinated a variety of projects between
centers, combining the efforts of different provinces. 

The plan is for information on the project to go out to the
centers in May and for data collection to begin that same
month through a survey published on the main website,
www.hospitalarias.org. 
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“Inter Nos” Project
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Rare diseases and disability

Dr. Juan Ignacio Marín, 
coordinator of the Children's
Rehabilitation Service at Aita

Menni Hospital, presented the
model for caring for chronic 
disability resulting from rare 
diseases proposed by the Menni
Brain Damage Network during a
seminar in Bilbao, Spain on 
February 28th, International
Rare Disease Day.

More than 7,000 different 
diseases and syndromes are 
regarded as rare diseases, 
because they occur in fewer
than 1 in 10,000 people. Most
manifest themselves before age
two, are serious, frequently tend
to be chronic and result in 
long-term disability.

According to Dr. Juan Ignacio
Marín, the paradigm of care for
chronic health problems entails
redesigning the objectives and
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healing to supporting the family
system, achieving quality of life,
promoting real support for the
patient to stay in his or her
home, training and educating fa-
mily members and caretakers on
medical issues and situations of
dependency, controlling pain
and preserving independence.

For dealing with chronic 
disability, the Menni Brain Da-
mage Network proposes an 
assessment focused on the pa-
tient in his or her home with his
or her usual care network in
order to assess both the patient,
how well he or she is adapted to
his or her environment and how
well the caregivers are prepared
to provide care and promote 
independence.

Open house in the Paris community

Ever since Pope John Paul II 
declared the feast of the 
Presentation of the Lord in the
Temple as the World Day for
Consecrated Life, the various
communities all celebrate the
occasion, each in their own way
according to their own 
circumstances and context. This
year, the Paris community hos-
ted an OPEN HOUSE on 
February 1st. The date was 
chosen to allow for more parti-
cipation, since February 2nd
was a Saturday. 

The goal was none other than
to give visibility to the
consecrated life and to share
the joy of communal life with

the people around us: those
who work at the center, the 
trainees and the volunteers. 

To do this, we used very simple
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elements: a reception in the
community room around the
friendship cup," a brief 
presentation highlighting the
commitments of religious life
and the community rhythm and
finally a guided tour of the 
communal areas. The sisters 
received the attendees in 
generally small groups 
throughout the day. 

The initiative was positive and
was very appreciated by the
community and those who came
to the open house, who showed
active interest in our life of 
prayer, silence, the community
program and everything around
us. 
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Workers and volunteers at the center

Check Hospital Aita Menni
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Kick-boxing for 
integration

The Acamán Complex in Tenerife, Spain recently held its 
second "Kick-boxing for Integration" course for a group of
complex users with mental disabilities.

Following the success of last year's initiative, a new edition led
by world champion kick-boxer Loren Jorge was held from 
February 18th to 23rd. The course was attended by 12 
individuals of both sexes, who enjoyed the virtues of this sport
while working specifically on their motor skills, physical 
preparation and balanced and healthy eating habits. 

The initiative ended at the auditorium of the complex with an
exhibition by the participants, who received diplomas proving
their dedication and good work throughout the course.
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On February 14th and 15th, the
National Hospital Care Service 
Program evaluated the 
Hospitaller Sisters' facilities in
São Paulo and the Nossa 
Senhora de Fátima and Nossa
Senhora do Caminho hospitals. 

The program is a way to 
evaluate the quality of 
healthcare services and classify
them into four different groups:
those that offer quality 
healthcare, those that offer
adequate healthcare, those that
need improvement and review
and those with low quality,
whose license may be revoked. 

The program has been 
implemented gradually in all
psychiatric hospitals classified 
by the Ministry of Health in 
Brazil.  

The results of each hospital will
be published in the upcoming
months. 

Brazilian 
Ministry of

Health 
evaluates the
hospitals in
São Paulo
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Jorge Loren with Acamán Complex users

New child 
psychiatry service

As of February 22nd, the Nuestra Señora del Perpetuo Socorro
mental hospital in the city of Pasto, Colombia now has a new
child psychiatry service, the only one in the Nariño region.

The service is headed up by Dr. Ana Sofía Calvache López, a
psychiatry specialist from the University of Valle, and is located
in the outpatient and acute inpatient area of the hospital. 

This subspecialty gives the community of Nariño and 
southwestern Colombia access to comprehensive assessment
by a multidisciplinary team to address pathologies specific to
this population.  
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First anniversary of the Institution in Macia,
Mozambique

We arrived in Macia on April 11,
2012 with a clear goal in mind:
to serve as a hospital care ser-
vice in the diocese of Xai-Xai,
following our charismatic gifts. 

Since then, we have gradually

joined the life of the local com-
munities to obtain a better un-
derstanding of the needs and
hopes of the people, especially
when it comes to mental health.  

Very useful in this process was
our work with community lea-
ders, visits to people's homes
and different communities and
participating in the hospital's
psychiatric consultations. At the
same time, we also integrated
ourselves in the dynamics of the
parish to encourage the educa-
tion of various communities.

All this has strengthened our
presence. We saw there was a
need to treat people who suffer
from mental illness. The parish
gave us a space, and we decided
that March 11th, the anniversary
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of the birth of St. Benito Menni,
would be a meaningful day to
begin this ambitious, albeit mo-
dest, project.  It began with 16
people enrolled, 12 of them chil-
dren. 

The first day, we invited the pa-
rents to participate, so that they
could come with their children
and help them adapt. For them,
it was a source of great joy, being
as it was the first time they had
different company for their chil-
dren.  We were also overjoyed,
because our Mission is a source
of hope and encouragement for
these families, who sometimes
feel overburdened and alone in
their situation.  

CONTIGO

Publication: Case Studies 2001-2010

When an organization chooses to care for people with mental 
illness, physical and mental disabilities and other pathologies and
further chooses to do so employing ethical—and not merely 
technical—criteria, it is inevitable that certain conflicting values will
emerge. 

In an effort to respond to these conflicts, the Healthcare Ethics
Committee of the Province of Madrid has drafted a publication
describing a number of cases from provincial hospitals and the 
various opinions reached after their study.

This book aims to assist professionals who must make decisions in
cases similar to those described and, most importantly, to 
encourage highest-level care in keeping with the ethical 
requirements inherent in the identity, sense and values of the
Hospitaller Project. 
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The publication will be available starting on April 18th at 
www.hospitalariasmadrid.org

Interior Macia Center



Inauguration of new services:
- Maternity. Dompoase Centre, Ghana

- Infant psychiatry. The Señora del Perpetuo Socorro Mental Hospital, Pasto, Colombia

Workshops:
- III Bioethics workshop, 18th of April, Madrid, Spain

50 Foundation anniversary:  
- Sagrat Cor de Martorell Hospital, Barcelona, Spain (28.04.1963)

75 Foundation anniversary: 
- Benito Menni Eliozondo Hospital Centre, Navarra, Spain (11.06.1938)

125 Foundation anniversary:
- Beata María Ana Hospital, Madrid, Spain (05.03.2013)

100th birthday: 
- Sister Josefina del Niño Jesús Pérez de Ciriza Berastegui (03.04.2013) Madrid, Spain

Date of Note

Visit us at: www.hospitalarias.org 

On the celebration of the Passover of Jesus, I would like to draw closer to you all: the unwell,
sisters, collaborators, volunteers, well-doers and friends with the happiness of the marvellous 
proclamation of Easter:   

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS!
LIFE HAS VANQUISHED DEATH!

HE IS ALIVE AND GRANTS US HIS PEACE!

In the path of life that we share together in the carrying out of our hospitaller mission, this 
proclamation offers us hope and happiness. Welcoming this invitation offered by S. Benito Menni
to “resurrect in a new life”, we feel fully committed to “caring for the life and pledge for the 
centrality of the person” during our hospitaller encounters, bringing to mind the message of our
Saviour Jesus.
For our families, our friends, and above all those persons who “are the nexus and fundamental
reason for our mission” to be able to truly experience this new life as a result of our commitment
to be “guardians and protagonists of a renewed, dynamic and creating mission”, that brings to
light “God’s grace for those that suffer”.

With all my best regards and wishes for making a more hospitaller world.

Anabela Carneiro. General Mother Superior 


